Happiness Course – Guidebook
We are glad you are joining the weekly Global NLP Training’s free Happiness Course over the
next three months.
In this information packet, you will find some of the resources discussed in the videos and in
the blog post.
Our youtube channel can be found at http://www.youtube.com/globalnlptv
And our blog can be found at http://www.globalnlptraining.com/blog
For more information about NLP Training and life coach certification:
http://www.globalnlptraining.com
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WHEEL OF LIFE
The life wheel is an essential tool for many life coaches. We recommend at minimum every 6
weeks to sit down with your life wheel and evaluate what areas of focus for you should be in
the next 6 weeks. The life wheel allows you always to be conscious of how well you are
managing all the different areas of your life.
At Global NLP Training we work in both the NLP Practitioner and Motivational Coach training
with this life wheel, to facilitate: goal setting, determine what behaviors to change, switching
from negative to positive emotions, and what limitations need to be removed or resolved. In
NLP Master Practitioner and life coaching certification, we start determining what significant
negative emotional events in our lives are at play that need to be addressed, and how anxiety,
limiting decisions, advanced goal setting, inner conflict, and requirements for core change work
need to be utilized inside the training.
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PERMA
Global NLP Training is unique in the NLP training industry to introduce a lot of science. NLP was
created by studying the successful and outliers; science is based on what is found in lab
environments and by testing and surveying average individuals, often undergraduate university
students who study with the researchers.
One of the models we teach is PERMA. The scientific definition of happiness or well-being. A
model developed by Dr. M. Seligman.
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P = Positive Emotion
Level of satisfaction percentage:

E = Engagement & Flow
Level of satisfaction percentage:

R = Relationships
Level of satisfaction percentage:

M = Meaning & Purpose
Level of satisfaction percentage:

A = Achievement & Accomplishment
Level of satisfaction percentage:

VALUES
Leading a life true to your own values will bring you happiness. When you ask someone what
their values are, they think they can readily name them. Those are the values most conscious to
you. But not the deep unconscious values that we talk about in our NLP training, the ones that
form the very foundation that we stand on. And in essence, determine whether we are going to
be happy or not.
A values elicitation has the highest level of accuracy if you seek out a coach who has been
trained in this methodology. Most NLP training companies don't teach this process, as it cannot
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be taught in a seminar with a large number of participants, if the NLP trainer tries to avoid
things going too personal or deep, or if the program doesn't run as an immersion training.
Interested in working with one of our students or trainers? Please email us if you wish to use
the services of a coach to determine your values by emailing here: info@globalnlptraining.com.
We will be happy to recommend a trainer or one of our students. This is recommended, as
your true values are genuinely the stepping stones or guidelines you must follow to become
happy.
Cannot afford a life coach?
Though you run the risk that the accuracy is not "perfect," you can run a version of the process
by yourself:
Step 1: What makes you happy in a relationship? (One word.)
Step 2: Go inside and ask the intuitive part of yourself, what is more, important and bigger than
that, that this leads to? (You could close your eyes.)
Step 3: Keep repeating step 2 with the next word, until what you hit is a core value. You simply
stop when you cannot go any higher, as it is the highest that there is. Take the least value below
the core value and write it down.
Step 5: Repeat step 1-3 until you have 5 different values. (You may find you keep hitting the
same value again, which means you start over the process until you have 5 values.)
Step 6: Put all values in order of importance.

WELL-FORMED OUTCOME
Another word for goal setting in NLP is Well-Formed Outcomes. Global NLP Training teaches the
process below, alongside tools to truly light up the brain.
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1. What do you want specifically?

2. How will you know when you have it?

3. Where specifically do you want it once you reach it?

4. When specifically do you want it?

5. With whom specifically do you want it?

6. How specifically will reaching your outcome change your life?

7. How specifically will it affect family, friends, job, and your health?

8. Is it worth what it will take once you have it?

9. When you achieve this result what else will improve?
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10. What specifically stops you from having the outcome now?

11. Which of the resources you have already have available could you use to achieve this result?

12. How specifically are you going to get there?

13. What specifically is the first step to begin reaching this result?
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